Attestation and Verification
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Attest and Verify

Confidential Computing without attestation and verification is not confidential
Our Main Focus
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End-to-End Confidential Computing

Platform enabling is only one part of the confidential computing chain...

The rest is “only” about deploying and interacting with attestation services

Interfaces, protocols, formats, and manufacturer interactions are very fragmented

Usually manufacturer or/and cloud provider specific

Multiple IETF initiatives to clear the mess (RATS)

Plumbing an evidence into an attestation service is very challenging
The Confidential Containers Approach
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Generic and open Interfaces, plugin architecture for existing manufacturer solutions

Generic Relying Party protocol - [KBS protocol (HTTPS & JSON Web Encryption)](KBS protocol (HTTPS & JSON Web Encryption))

Hardware agnostic Evidence format - [TCG DICE or RATS EAT](TCG DICE or RATS EAT)

Manufacturer-pluggable Verifier architecture - [Attestation Service framework](Attestation Service framework)

Manufacturer agnostic Reference Value Provider Service - [The RVPS crate](The RVPS crate)

   With Support for modern and open source supply chain architectures - [In-toto+SLSA](In-toto+SLSA)

Open, cloud native format for Policies - [Open Policy Agent](Open Policy Agent)
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Calling Out for Standardization

Let’s make the next confidential computing software stack simpler...

Simplify the interfaces between the TVM and the Relying Party

Simplify the interaction between the supply chain and the Relying Party

Simplify the verification policies description
Calling Out for Standardization

TVM → Relying Party:
- Secret
- !(Send Evidence)

Relying Party → Verifier:
- Attestation Results

Verifier → Reference Values Provider:
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Reference Values Provider → TVM Supply Chain:
- Signed Reference Values

TVM Supply Chain → Reference Values Provider:
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